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Everyone is reaching for stardom in today's culture. American Idol singers, movie stars, and athletes

who make it into the Hall of Fame are revered the most . . . but what does God think? He tells us in

Hebrews 11. Called The Hall of Faith, this chapter reveals true heroesÃ¢â‚¬â€¢who stand for what's

right despite what the world says. Now, in this special Adventures in Odyssey set, Bible heroes

come alive with drama, humor, and lifelong values in every story! Become a Bible Eyewitness when

you join the kids in small-town Odyssey for 12 adventures.
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This is the fourth collection of Odyssey CD's we've gotten for our family. So far, it has been my least

favorite - the family dramas, character development, and stories found on collections with a wider

breadth of content held my interest better. But I am the Mom, and the kids LOVE them. They don't

care if it is the Producer's Picks, the Silver Collection, the Adventure Begins, or this Bible Collection,

I actually had to take the CD's away and keep them in the car for trips only, because the CD's in the

house were getting loved to death and were starting to skip. I have 5 kids 1 through 11, and when

Odyssey is on, whether on a long car trip or just running errands, the car is typically unearthly quiet

while they listen. They ask to sit and listen in the driveway if we get home in the middle of an

exciting part of the story.I think one of the things I didn't like about these CD's is that the stories take

cultural liberties in order to tell the stories, things kids wouldn't notice or care about, but as an adult



and a perfectionist, it bothers me. Where it counts, though, the Biblical truths, they are spot on, and

the shows encourage kids to dig into the Bible themselves to read the Rest of the Story or to find out

more about what happened. My son often uses his Adventure Bible to do just that.If you are new to

Odyssey, I wouldn't buy this CD collection first, but as part of a bigger collection, it isn't a bad

addition. Adventures in Odyssey are a great way for your kids to soak up truth in a way that will stick

with them and make them think.

Wonderful! My 6 year old son cannot go to bed without these anymore! Listens to these at bedtime

and has learned so much and wakes up in the morning telling me all the things he's learned. Wish

there was another set of these

My grandson requests this whenever we're in the car. I like it too. It's VERY entertaining!

While ALL the AIO sets are simply fantastic, this has been a favorite, especially among the older

children. They are beginning to appreciate the wit (or Whit if you will) and puns (fully intended) and

creativity amidst the awesome lessons!!!! Great for younger children, too!

We try to buy some of these every year for our granddaughters. They are wonderful and the girls

listen to them over and over.

My five year old son listens to these DVDs daily! When he wakes up he asks if he can listen to them

while he eats his breakfast and wants to listen to them when he comes home from school.

These are a great babysitter; and they provide great foundational learning at the same time! Our

Son LOVES these. A++

What a wonderful gift idea was this, our 13 yr. old son loves AIO, by the way my husband & I are

also addicted to this stories. The stories are beautifully told, in a manner that it's a great family

listening timeÃƒÂ°Ã‚Å¸Ã‚â€˜Ã‚ÂªÃƒÂ°Ã‚Å¸Ã‚ËœÃ‚Æ’
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